Summer Convocation
of the
One Hundred Eighty-Eighth Commencement

August 4, 2018 • Coleman Coliseum

The Faculty and Staff of The University of Alabama extend a warm welcome to the family, friends and visitors of this graduating class.
Seating Locations

Candidates will be in three seating sections on the arena floor as outlined below. All seating locations should be considered approximate. When degrees are conferred, candidates will ascend the stage on the right and descend on the left.

Seating for guests in the arena is available on a first-come, first-served basis. Accessible seating is on the main concourse level. One person may accompany the individual in the accessible seating.
This program is not an official graduation list. This printed program lists students who held the status of degree candidates during the term and may, pending the outcome of final examinations and final grades, become graduates. Therefore, it should not be used to determine a student's academic or degree status. The University's official registry for conferral of degrees is the student's permanent academic record kept by the Office of the University Registrar, 206 Student Services Center, Box 870134, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487.
Commencement Marshals

Steven H. Hobbs, PhD
Tom Bevill Chairholder of Law, School of Law

Professor Steven H. Hobbs graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree from Harvard University in 1975 and received the Juris Doctorate from the University of Pennsylvania Law School in 1979. Upon graduating from law school, Professor Hobbs practiced in the New Jersey Department of the Public Advocate in Trenton, New Jersey. Professor Hobbs was a member of the Washington and Lee law faculty for 16 years before accepting the position of Tom Bevill Chairholder of Law at Alabama in 1997 where he teaches Professional Responsibility, Family Law, Adoption Law, Children’s Rights and a seminar on Law and Entrepreneurship.
ORDER OF CEREMONY

Processional* .................................................................................................................. "Pomp & Circumstance: March No. 1"; Edward Elgar
Platform Party Processional ........................................................................................... "Olympic Fanfare and Theme"; James Curnow
Faculty Processional ...................................................................................................... Rona Donahoe, Faculty Senate President
Liberty Fanfare; John W. Williams
The National Anthem* ................................................................................................. Alexandrea Nessi
Music (Vocal Performance), College of Arts & Sciences
The Invocation .................................................................................................................... Father Rick Chenault, St. Francis of Assisi
Welcome ............................................................................................................................ Kevin Whitaker, Executive Vice President and Provost;
The University of Alabama
Conferring of Degrees .................................................................................................... Stuart R. Bell, President; The University of Alabama
National Alumni Association Greeting .......................................................................... Linda Carmichael Thomas, President
The “Alma Mater”* ......................................................................................................... Alexandrea Nessi
The Recessional* ............................................................................................................. "The Olympic Spirit"; John W. Williams

READER OF CANDIDATE NAMES
Eugene O. “Doff” Procter III

CEREMONY INTERPRETED FOR THE DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING BY
Ellen Bowman and Susan Gordon

*All who are able are asked to stand at the direction of the president.
C. Ray Hayes
Honorary Degree Recipient
Chancellor Emeritus, The University of Alabama System

C. Ray Hayes is a veteran higher education administrator who has served The University of Alabama System with honor and distinction for 12 years, including two years as Chancellor.

Today, as Chancellor Emeritus, Mr. Hayes is working on initiatives of importance to the UA System, with particular emphasis on challenges facing the health care delivery system, solutions to behavioral health issues affecting our state and nation and collaboration with strategic System partners across the state.

In a career spanning more than 40 years, Ray Hayes is admired for a consistent focus in policy-making, dedicated emphasis on fiscal and ethical integrity, and a stated commitment to student success. During his chancellorship, the three System campuses achieved new enrollment and retention benchmarks and continued on a highly successful trajectory as a model for the nation in teaching excellence, scientific research and public service.

Ray Hayes is committed to community outreach and played an integral role in helping establish the Tuscaloosa SAFE Center, continuing to serve on the board of directors. He was instrumental in coordinating a year-long economic development initiative that brought leaders together to develop a strategic plan for Tuscaloosa and West Alabama. He is a graduate of Leadership Alabama and has served on numerous boards.

A champion of building sustainable collaborations among the three campuses and the UAB Health System, Ray Hayes credits the principles of honesty, loyalty, perseverance, empathy and accountability as the keys to lifelong success.
OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

Stuart R. Bell  
President

Kevin Whitaker  
Executive Vice President and Provost

Linda Bonnin ................................................................. Vice President for Strategic Communications

Matthew Fajack .............................................................. Vice President for Financial Affairs and Treasurer

David Grady ................................................................. Vice President for Student Life

Bob Pierce ................................................................. Vice President for Advancement

John C. Higginbotham ............................................... Interim Vice President for Research and Economic Development

Samory T. Pruitt ............................................................. Vice President for Community Affairs

G. Christine Taylor ...................................................... Vice President and Associate Provost for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
The Board of Trustees of The University of Alabama

The Honorable Kay Ivey
Governor of Alabama
President ex officio

Eric Mackey
State Superintendent of Education
Member ex officio

Trustees

Karen P. Brooks, Tuscaloosa
John H. England Jr., Tuscaloosa
Joseph C. Espy III, Montgomery
Ronald W. Gray, Huntsville*
Barbara Humphrey, Birmingham

Vanessa Leonard, Rockford
W. Davis Malone III, Dothan
Harris V. Morrissette, Saraland
Scott M. Phelps, Tuscaloosa
Finis E. St. John IV, Cullman

William Britt Sexton, Decatur
W. Stancil Starnes, Birmingham
Marietta M. Urquhart, Mobile
Kenneth L. Vandervoort, M.D., Anniston
James W. Wilson III, Montgomery

Trustees Emeriti

Frank H. Bromberg Jr., Birmingham
Paul W. Bryant, Jr., Tuscaloosa
Angus R. Cooper II, Mobile
Oliver H. Delchamps Jr., Mobile
Jack Edwards, Mobile

Joseph L. Fine, Montgomery
Sandral Hulett, M.D., Eutaw
Andria Scott Hurst, Birmingham
John D. Johns, Birmingham
Peter L. Lowe, Huntsville

John J. McMahon Jr., Birmingham
John T. Oliver Jr., Jasper
Joe H. Ritch, Huntsville
Cleophus Thomas Jr., Anniston
John Russell Thomas, Alexander City

Chancellor of The University of Alabama System

Finis E. St. John, IV (Interim)

Secretary of The Board of Trustees

Sid J. Trant

*President pro tempore
Commencement Ceremony Decorum and Courtesy

The University of Alabama Commencement is marked by both joy and dignity. Conferring of degrees signifies long, hard work by all involved: students, faculty, administrators, parents and spouses. Students and guests are expected to maintain a measure of decorum equal to the occasion.

The University community requests that audience participation be of respectful celebration honoring the commitment to learning and the fulfillment of dreams shared by all degree candidates who walk across the stage. This element of respectful celebration also extends to the parents, guardians and spouses whose labor and support brings pride to the fulfillment of these dreams.

About the Ceremony

The processional signifies the beginning of the commencement ceremony. The commencement marshal presides over the academic procession; leads the platform party to the stage; and signifies the closing of the ceremony by leading the platform party from the stage. As the processional music begins, the procession led by the candidates, then the platform party, will enter the arena floor and go to their designated seating. The audience should rise once the processional music has begun and remain until the welcome.

Commencement participants are identified by their caps and gowns. The doctoral gown includes two crimson University of Alabama seals on the front panel of the gown, while the traditional doctoral bars are piped with crimson. Masters gowns have the UA seal embroidered in gray on the front tabs, and undergraduate gowns have the script A embroidered in red on the front tabs.

Members of The University of Alabama Board of Trustees wear black gowns trimmed in crimson velvet. The commencement marshal wears a charcoal gray gown trimmed in crimson velvet. Graduates may be identified by the color of the tassel on the black mortar board which signifies the school, or if they are receiving an advanced degree, the color of the band on the hood, which signifies the field of study.
The University of Alabama awards degrees with honors to undergraduate students in all schools and colleges who, throughout their academic careers, consistently achieved meritorious scholastic standing. These designations are summa cum laude, magna cum laude and cum laude. Summa cum laude is the highest academic distinction awarded. Degree candidates with honors wear stoles in the traditional colors of their school or college. Honors designations are calculated on the previous semester's grade point average. The honor announced, depending upon calculation of final grade point average, may change, or in some cases, the degree candidate may not actually graduate with an honor designation. Undergraduate degree candidates wearing the crimson mortar board have achieved a perfect 4.0 grade point average for all of their University of Alabama coursework. Silver cords indicate the University Honors Program, and purple cords represent Computer-Based Honors.

At the conclusion of the ceremony, the audience will rise for the singing of the “Alma Mater” and the recessional. The words to the “Alma Mater” are printed on the inside back page of the program. The recessional is led by the platform party, followed by the faculty and the candidates.

The University of Alabama conditionally confers degrees upon all candidates for the degrees of educational specialists through undergraduate. Candidates for doctor of education, doctor of musical arts, doctor of nursing practice and doctor of philosophy degrees are actual degree recipients at the time of the ceremony.
DOCTORS OF EDUCATION

La Kiesha D. Armstrong - Hermitage, TN
Higher Education Administration
Dissertation: Exploring How Pell Grant Recipients Navigate to Degree Completion at a Selective Four-Year Private University.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Karri Ann Holley

Amanda Lee Barron - Trussville, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: The Impact of Preceptorships on Baccalaureate Nursing Students’ Preceptions of Care.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Vivian H. Wright

Angela Weekley Bridges - Northport, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Medical-Surgical Nurses’ Experiences Caring for Patients with Suspected Opioid Use Disorder.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Nirmala Erevelles

Lauren Morton Cain - Blountsville, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: The Influence of Communities of Practice on Community College Nurse Educator Identity.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Becky M. Atkinson

Michael Lance Gilliland - Heflin, AL
Higher Education Administration
Dissertation: The Experience of Community College Transfer Students in the Process of Attaining a Bachelor’s Degree at a Regional Public University.
Dissertation Director: Dr. David E. Hardy

Kendra Cain Harper - Meridianville, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Shared Decision Making and Its Relationship to Job Satisfaction and Organizational Climate.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Roxanne M. Mitchell

Victoria Benay Junkin - Moor’s Bridge, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Improving Clinical Reasoning Skills by Implementing the OPT Model.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Norma Graciela Cuellar

Philip Floyd Moss - Vestavia, AL
Higher Education Administration
Dissertation: Student Perceptions of a Summer Bridge Program: An Exploratory Case Study.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Claire C. Major

Lisa Kay Murphree - Murfreesboro, TN
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Evaluation of Safe Medication Administration Knowledge of Pre-Licensure Baccalaureate Senior Nursing Students in Preceptorships.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Vivian H. Wright

John Kevin Sauls - Ellijay, GA
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation Director: Dr. E. Douglas McKnight

Leslie A. Thorn - Florence, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: School Academic Optimism and Physical Fitness.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Roxanne M. Mitchell and Dr. C. John Tarter

Micheal Mitchell Wallace - New Orleans, LA
Higher Education Administration
Dissertation: Agricultural Education at the Virginia Military Institute During the 1850’s: Forerunner of the Practical Higher Education in the South.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Philo A. Hutcheson
Doctors Of Musical Arts

Alexander Elliott Benford - Tuscaloosa, AL
  Document Director: Dr. Faythe R. Freese

Taylor Alan Cash - Albertville, AL
  Document: The Evolving Role and Instrumentation of the Wind Band Percussion Section.
  Document Director: Dr. Kenneth B. Ozzello

James Michael Covington - Hoover, AL
  Document Director: Dr. Eric Andrew Yates

Christopher Quinton Harris - Vestavia, AL
  Document Director: Dr. John H. Ratledge

Marcos Vinicius Miranda dos Santos - Bauru, Brazil
  Document Director: Dr. Jenny Gregoire

Brittney Elizabeth Patterson - Collierville, TN
  Document: La Flûte et La Femme: A Study of Selected Chamber Music for Flute by Germaine Tailleferrre.
  Document Director: Dr. Diane B. Schultz

Elizabeth Rose Pellegrini - Naples, FL
  Document Director: Dr. Jennifer Lee Mann

Jeremy Lee Stovall - Jacksonville, AL
  Document: A Wind Band Transcription of James Reese Europe's "The Clef Club March."
  Document Director: Dr. Kenneth B. Ozzello

Matthew Brooks Wilson - Homewood, AL
  Document Director: Dr. Kevin Chance

Doctors Of Nursing Practice

LaKedia Charman Banks - East Palo Alto, CA
  Project: Improving Provider Documentation of Symptoms and Symptom Management in Patients with Thoracic Malignancies.
  Project Director: Dr. Angela S. Collins-Yoder

Anabel Cento - Sunny Isles Beach, FL
  Project: Home Care by a Bilingual Multidisciplinary Team to Prevent Re-Hospitalization of Heart Failure Patients.
  Project Director: Dr. Debra P. Whisenant

Carrie Katherine Christian - Cuyahoga Falls, OH
  Project: Will Implementation of a School-Based Educational Program Incorporating The Period of PURPLE Crying Program Increase Student Awareness about Abusive Head Trauma Prevention.
  Project Director: Dr. Olivia Windham May

Wendy Evon Futch - Pembroke, GA
  Project: Evidence Based Discharge Planning Clinical Protocol Creation, Implementation, and Evaluation: Implications for Improving Outcomes among Heart Failure Patients.
  Project Director: Dr. JoAnn S. Oliver

Andrea Renee Hudson - Southern Pines, NC
  Project: Clinical Outcomes of a Continuing Medical Education Intervention on Reduced Oxytocin Dosing for Cesarean Delivery in a Military Facility.
  Project Director: Dr. Theresa M. Wadas

Christin Nicole Huff - Cincinnati, OH
  Project: Evaluation of Hydrocortisone Use in Pediatric Cardiac Patients with Refractory Hypotension.
  Project Director: Dr. Safiya A. George

Sheena Damita Jackson - Birmingham, AL
  Project Director: Dr. Safiya A. George

S Dale Greenhawk Jafari - Easton, MD
  Project: Risk Reduction Interventions for Human Papillomavirus (HPV) in Rural Maryland.
  Project Director: Dr. Susan J. Apple

Sarah Cissy Kiwanuka - Lawrenceville, GA
  Project: Church Based Diabetes Prevention Program.
  Project Director: Dr. Debra P. Whisenant
Sabrina Labvah - McKinney, TX  
Project: Implementation of Survivorship Care Plans for Home-Based Adult Cancer Survivors.  
Project Director: Dr. Robin Melanie Lawson

Terry Gaffney Long - Round Rock, TX  
Project: Teach-Back Training to Improve Diabetes Knowledge.  
Project Director: Dr. Susan J. Appel

Robin Proffitt - Blountville, TN  
Project: Implementation of an Evidence Based Screening Tool for the Detection of Sepsis in an Emergency Department Setting.  
Project Director: Dr. Gwendolyn L. Hooper

Lee James Ranalli - Gilbert, AZ  
Project: Clinical Outcomes of Ondansetron Administration with Elective Cesarean Delivery.  
Project Director: Dr. Theresa M. Wadas

Eberechi Ann Solomon - Sachse, TX  
Project: Cardiovascular Risk Factor Knowledge and Behavior With and Without Motivational Text Messaging Among West African Immigrants.  
Project Director: Dr. Theresa M. Wadas

DOCTORS OF PHILOSOPHY

Asghar Oscar Abedini - Maragheh, Iran  
Chemical Engineering  
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Christoffer Heath Turner and Dr. Jason Edward Bara

John Lucas Adair - Huntsville, AL  
Political Science  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Stephen G. Katsinas

Elizabeth Walton Adams - Thomaston, GA  
Psychology  
Dissertation: Model Fit and Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the Psychopathic Personality Inventory-Short Form: A Comparison of Competing Models.  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Randall T. Salekin

James Cameron Allen - Tuscaloosa, AL  
Mechanical Engineering  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Ajay K. Agrawal

Marcus Alan Ballard - Pelham, AL  
Applied Statistics  
Dissertation: The Statistical Detection of Clusters In Networks.  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Marcus B. Perry

Alexander Putnam Barnes - Eutaw, AL  
Mathematics  
Dissertation: Heuristics for Large-Scale Semidefinite Programming for the K Disjoint Clique Problem.  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Brendan P. Ames

Lisa Raymon Besnoy - Tuscaloosa, AL  
Educational Research  
Dissertation: An Evaluation of the Inventory of Parent Perception Scale (IPPS), the Parent Child Perception Scale (PCPS), and Kindergarten Readiness Assessment (KRA).  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Randall E. Schumacker

Coddy Letelle Carter - Grovetown, GA  
Educational Psychology  
Dissertation: Racial Distancing and Sensitivity to Stigmatization Among Future Black Professionals.  
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Utz L. McKnight and Dr. Stephen J. Thoma

Phylisicia N. Carter - Fayetteville, NC  
Mathematics  
Dissertation: Sparse Regression of Textual Analysis.  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Brendan P. Ames

Ali Kemal Dogru - Ankara, Turkey  
Operations Management  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Sharif H. Melouk

Ariel Devora Fink - Blue Ridge, GA  
Communication and Information Sciences  
Dissertation: Living Online: An Examination of Facebook's Scrapbook and Life Events Features.  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Wilson Hugh Lowrey
Katy Lauren Ford - Tuscaloosa, AL
Psychology
Dissertation: Mental Health Policy Outcomes: An Examination of Older Adults’ Mental Health Service Use, 2002-2012.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Rebecca S. Allen and Dr. Giyeon Kim

Lisa Blewitt Gaskill - Alabaster, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Finding My Place in Dixie: Race, Place and the Politics of Belonging Through the Eyes of a Korean Adoptee.
Dissertation Director: Dr. E. Douglas McKnight

Tess Marion Gemberling - Northport, AL
Psychology
Dissertation Director: Dr. Debra M. McCallum

Carolyn Gibson - New Orleans, LA
Psychology
Dissertation Director: Dr. Kristina Lynne McDonald

Brett James Grant - Tuscaloosa, AL
Psychology
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Alexa Tullett and Dr. Philip Gable

Qianying Guo - Tuscaloosa, AL
Materials and Metallurgical Engineering
Dissertation: Phase Stability and Deformation Behavior of Nanostructured Copper Based Multilayers.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Gregory B. Thompson

Tingwei Guo - Chengdu, China
Biology
Dissertation Director: Dr. Katrina Maria Ramonell

Schernavia Marshee Hall - Northport, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: The Underrepresented Minority: African American Rural Students and Their Access to Higher Education.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Nirmala Erevelles

James Matthew Hampton - Bruceton, TN
Economics (CB)
Dissertation: Essays on Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Susan Elizabeth Chen

Natalie Antoinette Harrison - Memphis, TN
Psychology
Dissertation: Reconsidering the Role of Sex Hormones in Psychopathy Development: Estrogen and Psychopathy among Young Offenders.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Randall T. Salekin

Tania Hazra - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mathematics
Dissertation Director: Dr. Shan Zhao

Randi Jo Henderson-Mitchell - Alabaster, AL
Interdisciplinary
Dissertation Director: Dr. John C. Higginbotham

Adora Burdette Hicks - Mount Rainier, MD
Counselor Education
Dissertation Director: Dr. Joy Burnham

Dane Cortland Hilton - Charleston, WV
Psychology
Dissertation: The Role of Working Memory and Social Encoding in Children With and Without Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
Dissertation Director: Dr. Matthew Adam Jarrett

Sharniece N. Holland - St. Louis, MO
Materials Science
Dissertation Director: Dr. Lin Li

Kevin L. Hughes - Birmingham, AL
History
Dissertation Directors: Dr. George C. Rable and Dr. John M. Giggie
Omar Shokry Ahmed Hussien - Tuscaloosa, AL
Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics
Dissertation: Optimization and Uncertainty Quantification of Multi-Dimensional Functionally Graded Plates.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Sameer Babasaheb Mulani

Amanda Noelle Ingram - Tuscaloosa, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Lost Stories of Training Head Start Teachers: The University of Alabama, a Federal Program, and Meanings of Race.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Natalie G. Adams

Kimberly Paulett Jenkins-Richardson - Northport, AL
Counselor Education
Dissertation: Teachable Moments: Counselor Educators' Use of Race-Related Incidents in Higher Education in Preparation of Future College Counselors and Student Affairs Professionals.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Rick A. Houser

Elizabeth Lee Johnson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Biology
Dissertation: Endocrine Disruption in Context: Dose, Compound, and Route of Exposure Interact to Affect the Multivariate Phenotype in Mangrove Rivulus Fish (Kryptolebias Marmoratus).
Dissertation Director: Dr. Ryan Louis Earley

Lucas Edward Johnson - Falkville, AL
Physics
Dissertation Director: Dr. James A. Irwin

Hwaheun Kim - Tuscaloosa, AL
Psychology
Dissertation Director: Dr. Jeffrey G. Parker

Zachary Ansel Knight - Birmingham, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Postschool Outcomes of Young Adults with Disabilities: Attributions of Program Impact.
Dissertation Director: Dr. N. Kagendo Mutua

Meng Kuai - Jiaozuo, China
Computer Science (GR)
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Xiaoyan Hong and Dr. Jingyuan Zhang

Keely Sember Latopolski - Northport, AL
Higher Education Administration
Dissertation: Students' Experiences of Mattering in Academic Advising Settings.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Claire C. Major

Cheng Yu Li - Tuscaloosa, AL
Biology
Dissertation Director: Dr. Ryan Louis Earley

Xin Li - Hefei, China
Electrical Engineering
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Fei Hu and Dr. Sunil Kumar

Robert Earl McKinney, Jr. - Cottondale, AL
Social Work
Dissertation: Relationships Between Social Sector Spending, Public Healthcare Spending, and Mental Health Service Use.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Gordon MacNeil and Dr. David Luther Albright

Matthew C. Millard - Guntersville, AL
Political Science
Dissertation: Learning the Trade: States, Leaders, and the Construction of International Relations.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Douglas M. Gibler

Seyedeh Saeideh Mirghorbani - Tuscaloosa, AL
Operations Management
Dissertation: Medical Decision Making In Patients With Chronic Diseases.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Sharif H. Melouk and Dr. John Mittenthal

Breann Elizabeth Murphy - Birmingham, AL
Communication and Information Sciences
Dissertation: A Contemporary Perspective on the Advancements in the Leadership of Female Chief Communication Officers.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Karla K. Gower

Chinenyeze I. Nwankwoala - Hartford, CT
Chemistry
Dissertation Director: Dr. Silas C. Blackstock
Sung Eun Park - Miryang, South Korea
Communication and Information Sciences
Dissertation Director: Dr. Joseph E. Phelps

Chase Martin Porter - Birmingham, AL
Political Science
Dissertation Director: Dr. Joseph L. Smith

Hannah Rapport Price - Tuscaloosa, AL
Psychology
Dissertation: The Relationship Between Pre-Treatment Risk Factors and Response to Treatment in a Residential Treatment Facility.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Matthew Adam Jarrett

Ji Qi - Tuscaloosa, AL
Marketing
Dissertation: The Impact of Organizational Resources and Employee Gratitude on Frontline Employee Engagement.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Thomas Lynn Baker

Malek Ramezani - Shahrkord, Iran
Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: Advanced Control and Synchronization Approaches of Voltage Source Converters for Integration of Distributed Energy Resources.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Shuhui Li

Digesh Raut - Kathmandu, Nepal
Physics
Dissertation Director: Dr. Nobuchika Okada

Jessica Massey Ross - Chatom, AL
Communication and Information Sciences
Dissertation: The Role of Public Libraries in Rural Communication Infostructure.
Dissertation Director: Dr. L. Jeffrey Weddle

Laura Rubio - Birmingham, AL
Romance Languages: Spanish
Dissertation: Con voz Propia: Creación de una Rúbrica Autoevaluativa para Valorar la Participación Diaria en Las Clases Elementales de Español Como Lengua Extranjera.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Alicia B. Cipria

Adamu Kofi Shauku - Fairfield, AL
Political Science
Dissertation Director: Dr. Joseph L. Smith

Jennifer A. Sherwood - Northport, AL
Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: Shape Dependent Iron Oxide Nanoparticles for Simultaneous Imaging and Therapy.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Yuping Bao

Jenna R. Starck - Tuscaloosa, AL
Human Performance
Dissertation: Assessment in Physical Education.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Oleg A. Sinelnikov and Dr. Kevin A. Richards

Mingwei Sun - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mathematics
Dissertation Director: Dr. Wei Zhu

Pavel Teterin - Helena, AL
Finance
Dissertation: Three Essays on Volatility and Information Content of Future Markets.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Robert E. Brooks

Stephen Ungvary - Birmingham, AL
Psychology
Dissertation: Value Profiles of Emerging Adults.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Kristina Lynne McDonald

Benjamin Prime Van Dyke - Danville, PA
Psychology
Dissertation: Longitudinal Social Support and Quality of Life Among Participants of Psychosocial Chronic Pain Management Groups.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Beverly E. Thorn

Edward James Waldron III - Birmingham, AL
Higher Education Administration
Dissertation Director: Dr. Karri Ann Holley
Richard Joseph Wallace - Florence, AL
Interdisciplinary
Dissertation: Movie: The Musical! A Three Article Dissertation Examining the Phenomenon of Film as Source Material for Broadway Musicals.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Steven D. Burch

Neng Wang - Tuscaloosa, AL
Materials and Metallurgical Engineering
Dissertation: Multi-Scale Modeling of Spatial Heterogeneity Effect on the Shear Banding Behaviors in Metallic Glasses.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Lin Li

Joseph L. Waters - Tuscaloosa, AL
Materials Science
Dissertation: Nanostructure Characterization, Fabrication and Devices of 1D & 2D ZNO and 2D MOS,
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Patrick Kung and Dr. Seongsin Margaret Kim

Jennifer Terry Watson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Organizational Identification and Giving Behaviors Among Distance Learning Alumni at a Major Southeastern Public University.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Angela D. Benson and Dr. Vivian H. Wright

Jordan C. Williams - Louisville, KY
Psychology
Dissertation: Chronicity Among Older Psychiatric Inpatients.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Patricia A. Parmelee

McKensie Martin Worley - Tuscaloosa, AL
Psychology
Dissertation: Individual Differences in Personality and Face Recognition Ability.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Alexa Tullett and Dr. David Boles

Chuan Xu - Tuscaloosa, AL
Biology
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Guy Alexander Caldwell and Dr. Kimberlee A. Caldwell

Jiaqi Xu - Beijing, China
Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: Development of Neural Network-Based Computer Vision System for Automated Grading Operation of a Hydraulic Excavator.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Hwan-Sik Yoon

Qiong Xu - Tuscaloosa, AL
Communication and Information Sciences
Dissertation Director: Dr. Shuhua Zhou

Yang Xuan - Beijing, China
Materials and Metallurgical Engineering
Dissertation: Experimental and Theoretical Investigation of Ultrasonic Cavitation Processing of Al-Based Alloys and Nanocomposites.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Laurentiu Nastac

Yiyi Yang - Kaifeng, China
Communication and Information Sciences
Dissertation: Exploring the Effects of Modality on Attitudinal and Behavioral Responses in the Context of Skin Cancer Communication: A Mixed Methods Approach to the Communication of Skin Cancer.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Shuhua Zhou

Michael James Young - Oakville, Canada
Finance
Dissertation: Three Essays in Behavioral Finance.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Anup Agrawal

Siqian Zhao - Yanshi, China
Materials and Metallurgical Engineering
Dissertation: Magnetic Properties and Structure of Mn-X Alloy Thin Films.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Takao Suzuki
School of Law

MARK E. BRANDON, DEAN

Masters Of Laws

Lannie Jay Cates - Franklin, TN
David Paul Coates - Huntsville, AL
Carlyle Richardson Cromer - Hanahan, SC
Jeffrey Kenneth Gurney - Anderson, SC
Sarah Jean Holcomb - Flagstaff, AZ
Lori Ann Hood - Houston, TX
James McMurray Johnson - Haymarket, VA
Derek Andrew Jones - Orono, ME
Pierce Johnson Lehr - Huntsville, AL
Trisha L. Loring - Brentwood, TN
Fatima Pervaiz Muniz - Key West, FL
Amy Hill Nation - Huntsville, AL
Michelle Rene Reges - Jacksonville, NC
Matthew Briggs Roepstorff - Fort Myers, FL
Haidee Leah Oppie Sheffield - Moss Point, MS
Anne Marie Tominack Sibal - Greer, SC
Steven Wade Strother, Jr. - Birmingham, AL
Michael Patrick Tryon - Rio Rancho, NM
Robert Scott Walton - Tampa, FL
Matthew Joseph Winters - Las Vegas, NV

Candidates For Juris Doctor

Brittany Leigh Bryan - Virginia Beach, VA
Markenson Pierre - Atlanta, GA
Graduate School
Susan E. Carvalho, Dean
Jon C. Acker, Marshal

Educational Specialists
Priya Birdi - Charlotte, NC
Emily Mills Burkett - Hodges, AL
Chrystal Joy Henderson - Geraldine, AL
Leigh Ann Nicoletta - Oakwood, GA
Monikia Neshay Scott - Tuscaloosa, AL
Dorain Yancey Smith - Southside, AL
Anna Delite Thomas Teal - Gadsden, AL

Masters Of Accountancy
Patrick G. Barnes - Muscle Shoals, AL
Fred Roeh Horn II - Muscle Shoals, AL
Taylor Landon Lopez - Northport, AL
Alaina Kate Murphy - Richmond, VA
Taylor Landon Lopez - Tuscaloosa, AL

Masters Of Arts
Stephen Patrick Abernathy - Northport, AL
Olivia Kathleen Albanese - Princeton, NJ
Osaze Nicholas Asemota - Raleigh, NC
Anita C. Barnes - McCalla, AL
Christopher John Bartlett - Alpharetta, GA
Khadeirda Hogue - Mobile, AL
Georgia Bonds - Tuscaloosa, AL
Bianca Veronica Borrero-Barreras - Birmingham, AL
Shannon Lynne Brodeur - Chassell, MI
Brooke Patton Burkhart - Alabaster, AL
Giselle G. Casadaban - Tuscaloosa, AL
Sheniece Lashay Chappell - Houston, TX
Liji Chen - Hangzhou, China
David Randolph Cooper - Carlbad, CA
Courtney McLean Cytymus - Wausau, WI
Leslie Morgan DeRamus - Dallas, TX
Deanna Michelle Dragan - Shillington, PA
Kelsey Ayn Dyer - Gordo, AL
Aubre Charlene Edie - Fayetteville, AR
Rachel Ann Ely - Ava, MO
Sydney Lyne Erickson - Red Oak, TX
Lauren M. Ervin - Anniston, AL
Michael Caylor Feltman - Owens Cross Roads, AL
Kaelyn A. Fillingim - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jarnard S. Frazier - Tuscaloosa, AL
Passion Montoya Gamble - Mobile, AL
Carla Mecelle Geeter - Austell, GA
John Gilmore, Jr. - Lavergne, TN
Maria P. Hartman - Victor, NY
Harold Lee Hedgepeth - Tuscaloosa, AL
Rachel Michelle Hill - Tuscaloosa, AL
Rachel Suzanne Hochstadt - Elsmford, NY
Eriin Elizabeth Hogue - Ocala, FL
Sarah E. Horton - Tuscaloosa, AL
Rachel M. Ifill - Birmingham, AL
Abby Elizabeth Isom - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kayla Diane James - Headland, AL
Kymberly Janisch - Chicago, IL
Taylor Morgan Vivian Jones - Tuscaloosa, AL
Alana Riley Karl - Louisville, KY
Amanda Carolyn Knight - Fort Myers, FL
Taylor Leigh Lewis - Winchester, VA
Yuan Liu - Blacksburg, VA
Jenna Catherine Losh - Slidell, LA
Erica Jonette Lowry - South Jacksonville, IL
Nate Joseph Lynam - Tuscaloosa, AL
Laura Ann Manning - Lehigh Acres, FL
Caitlin Ann McDermott - Charlotte, NC
Melissa Ann McKeon - Enid, OK
Kellie Dalena McRellan - Feds Creek, KY
Dixie Morgan McPherson - Tupelo, MS
John Dillon Medley - Huntsville, AL
Caitlin E. Moran - Birmingham, AL
Jasmine Sade Morrisette - Duluth, GA
Donald Vance Morton - Hartselle, AL
Megan Elizabeth Musselman - Northport, AL
Stefanie O’Neill - Northport, AL
Whitney Elizabeth Pape - Tuscaloosa, AL
Christina Pierpaoli Parker - Birmingham, AL
DuNeal Partain - Cleveland, AL
Stephanie Paul - Tuscaloosa, AL
Deborah Marie Penso - Atlanta, GA
Vitaliya Poklad - Minsk, Belarus
Allison Michelle Preslar - Huntsville, AL
Minh Kevin Quan - Elgin, SC
Tamera C. Ramer - York, PA
Kelsey Marie Riker - Springville, AL
Hannah Delaney Robinson - Madison, AL
Kathryn Nicole Robison - Raleigh, NC
Mackenzie Leigh Ross - Meridian, MS
Nora Kamielle Sanders - Huntsville, AL
Rachel Marie Sanders - Tuscaloosa, AL
Eriin Eileen Seeton - Mansfield, TX
Elizabeth Mary Selmarten - Houston, TX
Sara Rae Sherman - Chesterfield, MO
Oliver Sebastian Simpson - Ashfold, United Kingdom
Eriin Elizabeth Slay - Tuscaloosa, AL
Justice Dink Smyth IV - Tuscaloosa, AL
Nicholas Kirk Sobek - Tuscaloosa, AL
Darryl Ross Spangler - Tuscaloosa, AL
Hailey Grace Steele - Tuscaloosa, AL
Joel Philips Walker Sturgeon - Horn Lake, MS
Quiyu Su - Tuscaloosa, AL
Amy Elizabeth Sullivan - Snellville, GA
Hanqui Tan - Newark, DE
Danielle Jean Tate - Pleasant Grove, AL
Dylan G. Teal - Newnan, GA
Cynthia Tuggle Thomas - Birmingham, AL
Hannah Tidwell - Geneva, AL
Robert Tyler Waldrep - Trussville, AL
Shuijan Wang - Zhenjiang City, China
Leslie Lynn Warren - Callman, AL
Rhema Faith White - Tuscaloosa, AL
Megan Bell Wiegmann - Atlanta, GA
Alekksand Stirling Wilms - Aiken, SC

Masters Of Business Administration
John Dallas Vieira Alves - Doylestown, PA
Nathaniel Paul Briant - Collierville, TN
Juan Sebastian Carrasquilla - Slidell, LA
Connor Hampton Davis - Alachua, FL
Stuart Lemley Falls - Tuscaloosa, AL
Forrest W. Fletcher - Kimberly, AL
Elizabeth Leanna Kelly Hanna - Tuscaloosa, AL
Arielle J. Hurst - Tuscaloosa, AL
Tyler Steven lamparter - Collierville, TN
Keith Chisholm Marson - Mountain Brook, AL
Matthew R. Oglesby - Katy, TX
Clinton Joshua Smith - Knoxville, TN
Christin Nicole Spencer - Harvest, AL
Joseph P. Toplitz - Decatur, AL
Edward Arnold Woods III - Madison, MS

Masters Of Fine Arts
Alex Ryan Bauer - Tuscaloosa, AL
Riley Patrick Bingham - New Orleans, LA
Nabila Madubuko - Jamaica, NY

Masters Of Library & Information Studies
Tonya Mechelle Aumack - Lawrenceville, GA
Edmund August Balzer IV - Rolling Meadows, IL
Justin William Barkley - Diboll, TX
Sarah R. Barth - Kewanee, IL
Cassandra Hill Burford - Anniston, AL
Ashley Nicole Burlon - Lynn Haven, FL
Rachel Elizabeth Coffin - Arlington, VA
Lindsay Jane Davis - Fayetteville, GA
Ericka L. Dudley - Bessemer, AL
Kimberly Michelle Dunn - Ozark, AL
Stephanie M. Eerkula - Homewood, IL
Jessy Cheramie Frickey - Des Allemands, LA
Emily Holland Koon Gray - Fulton, MS
Katherine Salter Gregory - Starkville, MS
Zachary D. Grisham - Birmingham, AL
Krystal Kay Gulley - Harrisburg, IL
Holly Louise Gunfleinger - Media, PA
Olivia Grace Hancock - St. Charles, MO
Milan Jael Harden - Kalamazoo, MI
Cameroon Michelle Hill - Enterprise, AL
Steven Allen Jacobs - Gurnee, IL
Beth Bailey Keene - Tomball, TX
Elisica Kay Kinder - Summit, NJ
Miles Laurence Kurosky - Durham, NC
Eva Demonbreun Lynch - Eldridge, AL
Megan Elizabeth Marder - Brush, CO
Corley Elizabeth May - Matthews, NC
Veronica Rena McCoo - Theodore, AL
Anne Marie McLean - Revs, VA
Katelyn Marie McLimans - Tuscaloosa, AL
Christin Nicole Spencer - Tuscaloosa, AL
Claire Harris Slaton - Tuscaloosa, AL
Md Tazmul Islam - Tuscaloosa, AL
Joseph Ira Jordan, Jr. - Wexford, PA
Cehong Luo - Changsha, China
Anna Lilika Mavris - Alpharetta, GA
Stephen K. McKnight - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kelsey Joy Moore - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kathleen Rose Murphy - Smithtown, NY
Thu Anh Nguyen - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mollie Alice Nugent - Massapequa, NY
Charles Thomas Olinger - Tuscaloosa, AL
Abhishek Ramanan - Corpus Christi, TX
Carlo Antonio Rezzonico - Hoover, AL
Courtney Louise Robone - Tuscaloosa, AL
Julie Michelle Rosenberg - Jacksonville, FL
Kiel Daniel Shuey - Seattle, WA
Travis Michael Sizemore - Tuscaloosa, AL
Claire Harris Slaton - Tuscaloosa, AL
Christin Nicole Spencer - Tuscaloosa, AL
Emily A. Stebbins - Carmel, IN
Ashok Timmins - Pathari/Morang, Nepal
Myles S. Ward - Birmingham, AL
Qiong Xu - Tuscaloosa, AL

Masters Of Science

Joe Boone Abbott III - Birmingham, AL
Breann Catherine Alcaraz - Killen, AL
Austin Blake Beagles - Bessemer, AL
Joe M. Booth - Owens Cross Roads, AL
Richard John Brennan - Montgomery, AL
Ya Yin Chang - Changhua County, Taiwan
Alexander R. Daniels - Tuscaloosa, AL
Todd John del Toro - Mission Viejo, CA
Lauren Emily Deutsch - Bridgeville, PA
Katheryn Elaine Eckles - Cary, NC
Allison Sinclair Floyd - Fairhope, AL
Braxton Donahue Greer II - Alpharetta, GA
James Cameron Hassenauer - Woodbury, MN
Griffin David Hoard - Milton, GA
Arielle J. Hurst - Tuscaloosa, AL
Md Tazmul Islam - Tuscaloosa, AL
Joseph Ira Jordan, Jr. - Wexford, PA
Cehong Luo - Changsha, China
Anna Lilika Mavris - Alpharetta, GA
Stephen K. McKnight - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kelsey Joy Moore - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kathleen Rose Murphy - Smithtown, NY
Thu Anh Nguyen - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mollie Alice Nugent - Massapequa, NY
Charles Thomas Olinger - Tuscaloosa, AL
Abhishek Ramanan - Corpus Christi, TX
Carlo Antonio Rezzonico - Hoover, AL
Courtney Louise Robone - Tuscaloosa, AL
Julie Michelle Rosenberg - Jacksonville, FL
Kiel Daniel Shuey - Seattle, WA
Travis Michael Sizemore - Tuscaloosa, AL
Claire Harris Slaton - Tuscaloosa, AL
Christin Nicole Spencer - Tuscaloosa, AL
Emily A. Stebbins - Carmel, IN
Ashok Timmins - Pathari/Morang, Nepal
Myles S. Ward - Birmingham, AL
Qiong Xu - Tuscaloosa, AL

Masters Of Science In Aerospace Engineering And Mechanics

Omar Yousef Al-Thehabey - Houston, TX
Hannah Cherry - Northport, AL
Houston James Spencer - Toccoa, GA
Matthew Lamar Warren - Huntsville, AL

Masters Of Science In Chemical Engineering

Jingjing Li - Beijing, China

Masters Of Science In Chemistry

Farhad Akbari Afkhami - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kyle Gregory Black - Tuscalumbia, AL
Chance M. Boudreaux - Tuscaloosa, AL
Nneamaka Enweani - Atlanta, GA
David Boating Frempong - Tuscaloosa, AL
Zachary Ryan Lee - Newington, GA
Chelsea L. McMillen - Jefferson, LA
Nicholas James White - Tuscaloosa, AL

Masters Of Science In Civil Engineering

Jeffrey David Edmondson - Herndon, VA
Naima Islam - Dhaka, Bangladesh
Tyler Steven Lamparter - Collierville, TN
Dason Colin Maloney, Jr. - Tupelo, MS
Md Abu Sufian Talukder - Comilla, Bangladesh

Masters Of Science In Computer Science

Nasir Uddin Eisty - Dinaipur, Bangladesh
Xue Wu - Tuscaloosa, AL

Masters Of Science In Criminal Justice

Amanda Rae Graves - Collierville, TN
Alexis Simone Lemanski - Tuscaloosa, AL
Tamba Mondeh - Tuscaloosa, AL

Masters Of Science In Electrical Engineering

Christopher Allen Kingsland - Hobart, IN
Sharmistha Pal - Kawasaki, Japan
Dylan C. Ullery - Huntsville, AL

Masters Of Science In Human Environmental Sciences

Michael John Amato - Kissimmee, FL
Stephanie Pennington Anderson - Guntersville, AL
Chynna Ja'Vonne Boyd - Tuscaloosa, AL
Betsy Lynn Brewer - Dallas, TX
Craig Benton Burnard - Cadiz, KY
Chavis Devonte Cook - Tuscaloosa, AL
Heather Jo Dill - Northport, AL
Charity Cypert Donaldson - McCalla, AL
Jacob Matthew Drescher - Auburn, AL
Todd Eaglin - The Woodlands, TX
Trevi Noles Eversole - Hollywood, MD
Christine Cherlie Childs Ferguson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Richard D. Ferrell - Blackshear, GA
Rainey Elizabeth Gerald - Baton Rouge, LA
Elisabeth Gorecki - Menomonee Falls, WI
Peyton A. Grantham - Daphne, AL
Kathryn Elizabeth Gray - Kellyton, AL
Michael Louis Vincent Guido - Cranberry Township, PA
Gregory Edward Hamilton - Decatur, AL
Nicholas Todd Harmon - Columbus, MS
Whitney Marie Harmon - Chelyenne, WY
Logan Elizabeth Harris - Birmingham, AL
Samantha Joy Hemmings - Highlands Ranch, CO
Christine Sampson Hinson - Huntsville, AL
**Masters Of Science In Nursing**

Jessica Elizabeth Agosto - Clarksville, TN
Stephanie Michelle Alaniz - Urisia, AL
LaTasha Nicole Andrus - Killeen, TX
Shemeka Clancy Arrington - Odenivo, AL
Amy Shelby Bailey - Northport, AL
Caulita Payne Barnes - Tuscaloosa, AL
Marcy G. Baxter - Conroe, TX
Angela Denise Blackmon - Stapleton, AL
Leanna Lynn Bond - Grandview, MO
Linda Lea Bone - Brandon, MS
Trudy Brackin - Semmes, AL
Shyandrea Hester Brazil - Wetumpka, AL
Stephanie Y. Christian - Birmingham, AL
Shelle Marie Chunn - Crawfordville, FL
Jennifer RaShelle Collins - Vestavia Hills, AL
Traci Clem Collins - Athens, AL
Pauline Yvette Cook - Semmes, AL
Courtnee T. Criswell - Mobile, AL
Dabness Jeneice Croom - Tuscaloosa, AL
Madison Elizabeth Davidson - Demopolis, AL
Sarah Elizabeth Riley Davis - Ringgold, GA
Angila Ruby Dean - Southport, FL
Laurelatten D.J. Dineen - Tuscaloosa, AL
Andrews Marie Geyer - Gallatin, TN
Kimberly Johnson Gross - Pearl, MS
Shamanta Cressea Hamilton - Brandon, MS
La’Tricia Danielle Harvey - Meridian, MS
Hannah Alison Northerton Hendrix - Iuka, MS
Nancy Jean Holzhausen - Palm Harbor, FL
Christina Lynn Howard - Summerville, SC
Heather Nicole Johnson - Phenix City, AL
Andrea D. Joiner - Montgomery, AL
Victoria Benay Junkin - Moore’s Bridge, AL
Cayla Marie Keys - Tampa, FL
Kenneth Wayne Kirkland, Jr. - Hartselle, AL
Whitney Nicole Lance - Oxford, MS
Angela Lwnynn Lashbrook - Allen, TX
Amanda Shaw Nance - Tuscaloosa, AL
Lori Grady Noel - LaPlace, LA
Michaelan Annette Parker - Mobile, AL
Sonata Demeshia Poon - Montgomery, AL
Christina Lee Pritchett - Lexington, KY
Sonja Yvonne Rawls - Tuscaloosa, AL
Alexis Nicole Ray - Birmingham, AL
Patricia Stots Reed - Loxley, AL
Rozetta Angelino Roberts - Montgomery, AL
Suzanne K. Robinson - Citronelle, AL
Lauren Harsany Salinas - Houston, TX
Cheryl A. Scott - Cordova, TN
Rachelle Indovina Simpson - Metairie, LA
Michaela A. Stephens - Marion, AL
Sherrina M. Stewart - Temple, TX
Alexandra Meadows Taylor - Birmingham, AL
Michael Everett Taylor - Saraland, AL
Stephanie Michelle Taylor - Saraland, AL
Virginia Lynn Thomas - Lafayette, LA
Haley Averette Tipps - Tuscaloosa, AL
Stefanie Marie Jorgensen Walter - Jacksonvile, FL
Janet L. Washington - Pleasant Grove, AL
Shenika N. Washington - Madison, MS
Dasha V. Wilson - Calera, AL
Justin Ryan Zemo - Southside, AL

**Masters Of Social Work**

Jenni Leigh Akins - Sheffield, AL
Melanie Shunta Andrews - Maplesville, AL
Gabrielle Ann Angelillo - Douglasville, GA
JaCory DaRell Battle - Hattiesburg, MS
William Dylan Beagle - Mobile, AL
Traci Janan Blalock - Hanceville, AL
Retia Vashell Boone - Fosters, AL
Daria Shanice Boswell - Montgomery, AL
Gwendolyn Ann Brown - Meridian, MS
Kylee N. Cody - Moody, AL
Tristan Brooke Cornelison Sherlin - Scottsboro, AL
Andrew P. Cox - Woodstock, GA
Brittney Paige Crow - Moody, AL
Serena L. De Pompa - Auburn, AL
Brandi R. Eiland - Wilmer, AL
Emylie Jo Ellis - Santa Clarita, CA
Grace Erin Etridghe - Pope, MS
Thaddeus W. Evans - Repton, AL
Andrew Douglas Helms - Irondale, AL
Adrienne L. Henderson - Pleasant Grove, AL
Alexis R. Henderson - Pleasant Grove, AL
Natasha Howard - Jonesboro, GA
Maggie Senn Ingram - Opelika, AL
Emily Brooke Jackson - Mobile, AL
Michael F. Jenkins - Gulf Shores, AL
Samuel Casey Johnson - Inkatha, MS
Ericka Dannielle Jones - Salltallo, MS
Matthew R. Kauhn - Hoover, AL
Wanda Gail Kimbrough - Hephzibah, GA
Kimberly Kay Marsh - Hayden, AL
Myoshia Candace McDaniel - Florence, AL
Danielle McGee - Muscle Shoals, AL
Molly R. Meadows - Midland, AL
Kia’ Wunda Shownie Miller - Hoover, AL
Hannah Nicole Nette - Warrior, AL
April B. Orr - Florence, AL
Annah Rae Overholt - Greenwood, SC
Crystal N. Palmer - Keyesville, GA
Susan Marie Payne - DeKalbe, MS
Kelly Tramaine Pearson - Birmingham, AL
Dylan Sommer Peters - Hoover, AL
Sonya B. Sander son - Iuka, MS
Latasha Shanel Silver - Fairburn, GA
Amanda Nicole Terrell - Augusta, GA
Dominique Hernandez Torres - Montgomery, AL
Holli Laine Vining - Bessemer, AL
Courtney Jordan Wade - Jacksonville, AL
Mary Morgan Werk - Birmingham, AL
Arnetta Williams - McDonough, GA

**Masters Of Tax Accounting**

James A. Barnes - Muscle Shoals, AL
McKenzie Skye Gravitt - Dayton, TN
Byron Andrew Kersey II - Houston, TX
Anna Lois Phelps - Tuscaloosa, AL
Robert James Shappard - Hoover, AL
Michael Gerard Waters, Jr. - Tuscaloosa, AL

**Masters Of Science In Mechanical Engineering**

Mickey Jamal Brown - Louin, MS
Sabrullah Deniz - Tuscaloosa, AL
Stuart Lemley Falls - Tuscaloosa, AL
William T. King - Huntsville, AL
Brody A. Miller - Moctevello, AL
Cooper Haddad Welch - McKinney, TX

**Masters Of Science In Metallurgical Engineering**

Nathaniel Paul Briant - Collierville, TN
Ning Zhu - Nanjing, China

**Masters Of Science In Engineering**

Nanjing, China
Ning Zhu - Nanjing, China
**Bachelors Of Arts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Brianna Albert</td>
<td>Tumwater, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Kathryn Ayers</td>
<td>Hoover, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arianna barley</td>
<td>Madison, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Jess Blanchard</td>
<td>Mobile, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray G. Blankenship</td>
<td>Mobile, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raheem Cortes Bolden</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary E. Boonarkat</td>
<td>Decatur, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilatyana Raeene Boudren</td>
<td>Grovetown, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilia Echo Bourningal</td>
<td>Saint Simons Island, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett P. Boyd</td>
<td>Belle Chase, LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Honors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Lewis Brower</td>
<td>Charlotte, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abner Vincent Brown</td>
<td>Hoover, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin N. Brown</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery L. Brown</td>
<td>Montgomery, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Daniel Brown</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren E. Buchan</td>
<td>Tallassee, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Rose Builta</td>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy J. Burnham</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas John Cacopardo</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Honors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bria Mary Elizabeth Calhoun</td>
<td>Harvest, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John M. Cannon</td>
<td>Pound Ridge, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patton Ryan Carney</td>
<td>Gilbertown, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody J. Chang</td>
<td>Dothan, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Robert Christian</td>
<td>Dothan, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Benjamin Collins</td>
<td>Winter Haven, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyndahl Nicoel Gottrell</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara J. Cowan</td>
<td>Cottondale, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Jordan Cox</td>
<td>Columbia, SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Riley Crommet</td>
<td>Missouri City, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael G. Dawson</td>
<td>Grand Bay, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony David Deese</td>
<td>Orlando, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peyton N. Deese</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Elizabeth DeMeo</td>
<td>Weston, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Brooke Dendi</td>
<td>Daphne, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alain Armand DeSaix</td>
<td>Dublin, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanisha Lucille DiCicco</td>
<td>Douglasville, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tess Frances Dillon</td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Alexander Drake</td>
<td>Selma, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Christine Drake</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Bailey Drew</td>
<td>Jupiter, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Raymond Driscoll</td>
<td>Yardley, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalton D. Dunaway</td>
<td>Eastaboga, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Michael Emery</td>
<td>El Segundo, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren T. Fehr</td>
<td>Hoover, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerrod C. Fells</td>
<td>Montgomery, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Randolph Foss</td>
<td>Wetumpka, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Nicole Gann</td>
<td>Odenville, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Nicole Garner</td>
<td>Pinson, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Marie Gentile</td>
<td>Dix Hills, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Michelle Gibbs-English</td>
<td>Birmingham, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Anthony Joseph Gradante</td>
<td>Lewisville, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Cecile Green</td>
<td>Powder Springs, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Coleman Greenway</td>
<td>Hoover, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Walker Hall</td>
<td>Madison, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josey Mac Hardman</td>
<td>Callman, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Blair Harris</td>
<td>Clarks Summit, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Freeman Harrison</td>
<td>Jackson, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Anne Hedrich</td>
<td>Birmingham, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Nicole Hensley</td>
<td>Mount Airy, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivy Elizabeth Holloway</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianiko Hooks</td>
<td>Auburn, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylyn Leigh Ingram</td>
<td>Alabaster, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Breanna Irvin</td>
<td>Demopolis, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chadric K. Jackson</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel David Jefferson</td>
<td>Birmingham, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Nicole Johnson</td>
<td>Newtown, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Jeanae Johnson</td>
<td>Birmingham, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Paige Josey</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Lyn Kaufman</td>
<td>Fort Myers, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige C. Kean</td>
<td>Waterloo, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragan Dawn Knotts</td>
<td>Troy, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashton Brooks Crackle</td>
<td>Decatur, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braedan William Krowe</td>
<td>Montgomery, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Alan Lacy</td>
<td>Colleyville, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeley Marie Lashmet</td>
<td>Gulf Shores, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Marie Lebrun</td>
<td>Northport, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Frances Lesley</td>
<td>Northport, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleman Russ Leventhal</td>
<td>Memphis, TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricardo Stephen Lopez</td>
<td>Carencro, LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina D. Lu</td>
<td>Alpharetta, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean James Lunny</td>
<td>South Burlington, VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elyssa Beth Madden</td>
<td>Coppel, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Patrick Madden, Jr.</td>
<td>Hinsdale, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Amanda Manos</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy Andrew Marcus</td>
<td>Huntsville, AL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ariana S. Martino - West Palm Beach, FL
Barbara Marian McBride - McLean, VA
Lauren Kay McCranie - Aledo, TX
University Honors
Christopher A. McGee - Lavergne, TN
Sanders Wynne McNight - Tuscaloosa, AL
Sharyn Elizabeth Meade - Madison, AL
Caroline Nicole Miller - Duluth, GA
Heidi Paige Miller - Northport, AL
William Hampton Mills - Tuscaloosa, AL
Ayana A. Moore - Tuscaloosa, AL
Chandler Hope Moore - Tuscaloosa, AL
Miranda Alexis Morris - Dallas, TX
Trent Thomas Morris - Nashville, TN
Samuel Michael Moschella - Millis, MA
Georgina Faye Mroczynski - Northport, AL
Anna Lakin Neighbors - Huntsville, AL
Casey Dean Nelson - Northport, AL
Edward James Nelson, Jr. - Kiawah Island, SC
Nathan Joseph Newmark - Buffalo Grove, IL
Mary Taylor Peake - Selma, AL
Gabrielle Janiga Perkins - Tuscaloosa, AL
Brittany Nicole Portee - Chantilly, VA
Hannah Lynn Pruden - Brooklyn, MO
Ashley Simone Faith Raby - Madisonville, AL
Brandon Foster Kyle Redmond - Mableton, GA
Ashley Michelle Rettig - Chelsea, AL
Kayla Shea Rice - Northport, AL
Ryan N. Richards - Tuscaloosa, AL
Cassidy Faye Rinehart - Northport, AL
Colin Roberts - Duluth, GA
Le’Tamaran Davett Robertson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Vaughn Paul Roe - Granger, IN
University Honors
Dylana Bailey Rogers - Panama City Beach, FL
Hannah Marie Rogers - Meridian, MS
University Honors
Luis E. Rojas - Mobile, AL
Celena Haven Russ - Shelby, AL
Jennifer Vendela Samuelsson - Lake Mary, FL
Meltrish La’ Sha Sanders - Tuscaloosa, AL
Randall G. Schatzler - Birmingham, AL
Erica Ashley Shannon - Swedesboro, NJ
Tristin A. Sharp - Helena, AL
Hayley Marie Sherman - Mobile, AL
University Honors
Danielle Martha Siegel - Oakland Gardens, NY
Alexis Erika Smith - Pinellas Park, FL
Brittney Jalisa Smith - Mobile, AL
Caden Smith - Fort Lauderdale, FL
Christopher Arrington Smith - West Blocton, AL
Richard Bradley Smith - Northport, AL
Shakelvia T. Spencer - Tuscaloosa, AL
Siran Stacy - Franklin, TN
Bridge Katherine Stavoy - Daytona Beach, FL
Colin Joseph Sudduth - Hoover, AL
Hunter R. Swilling - Smiths, AL
Cass A. Taylor - Matthews, VA
Elizabeth Irene Thiel - Brandon, MS
Angielica R. Thomas - Birmingham, AL
Melanie Chandler Thompson - Daphne, AL
Ronald L. Thompson, Jr. - Birmingham, AL
Bradley Clay Trousdale - Muscle Shoals, AL
Theodor Trusevich III - New Braunfels, TX
Rachel Anastasia Vaughan - Concord, NH
Emerald Charaye Vaughn - Plano, IL
Cassie Mishelle Waldrop - Pleasant Grove, AL
University Honors
Randall J. Walker - Jacksonville, FL
Whitney Christina Walker - Tuscaloosa, AL
Cierra Q. Wallace - Decatur, AL
Tierra Jaqueet Wallace - Decatur, AL
Justin Lamar Warren - Tuscaloosa, AL
Anna Marie Washburn - Tuscaloosa, AL
Alecea Shaquina Denise Watkins - Odenville, AL
Taylor Michelle Watkins - Deatsville, AL
University Honors
Sarah Elizabeth Webb - Dothan, AL
Matthew L. Wheaton - Ashburn, VA
Arthur L. White II - Madison, AL
James Carter White - Hoover, AL
Tyler J. White - Montgomery, AL
Dylan Thomas Williams - Birmingham, AL
Stephen Chandler Wilson - Spanish Fort, AL
Annika Summer Wolff - Anchorage, AK
University Honors
Megan E. Zecher - Madison, AL

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Ellen Gabrielle Hart - Louisville, KY

Bachelors of Music

Genevieve Maria Aucoin - Johns Creek, GA
Madeline Mae Cawley - Vestaia Hills, AL
Katherine Elizabeth Counts - West Monroe, LA
University Honors
Isaiah M. Crawford - Trafford, AL
Zyda Ann Christine Culpepper-Baldwin - Birmingham, AL
Elliott Sadler Davis - Hoover, AL
William Corey Fant - Gadsden, AL
Christopher Blake Henley - Talladega, AL
Marilyn Chen Liu - Taoyuan, Taiwan
Kristen Nicole Miller - Naperville, IL
Courtney N. Owens - Katy, TX

Liliana Beltran - Helena, AL
Jayla Michelle Blanke - Tuscaloosa, AL
Emilee C. Bowles - Newburgh, IN
Cortlyn Macall Boyd - Lapine, AL
Cali A. Capela - Tuscaloosa, AL
Danielle L. Courtney - Castle Pines, CO
Morgan Raye Derden - Arab, AL
Caleigh Evelyn Everingham - Tuscaloosa, AL
Guangfu Feng - Nanjing, China
Robyn Nicole Fischer - Atlanta, GA
Lauren Danielle Frazier - Bartlett, TN
Hunter G. Gibson - Birmingham, AL
Holly Elizabeth Gillis - Mansfield, TX
Sarah B. Godfrey - Enterprise, AL
Colton Anthony Green - Owens Cross Roads, AL
Christina Lisa Holmes - Tuscaloosa, AL
Taylor Kymbler Hornsby - Dothan, AL
Nicholas Joseph Jackson - Chicago, IL
Georgia Marie Jay - Winfield, KS
Joni Lynn Jennings - Cumming, GA
Lei Jin - Tuscaloosa, AL
William Burruss Johnson - Collierville, TN
Wesley Brandon Kay - Rockmart, GA
Henry L. King, Jr. - Hoover, AL
Reagan Michelle King - Rainbow City, AL
Nelson Shawn Legette - Columbia, SC
Amber Michelle Lolley - Montgomery, AL

Bachelors of Science

University Honors
Aarons J. Tharsius - Dublin, OH
Amanda J. Thomas - Mobile, AL
William Jordan Thompson - Brentwood, TN
Lawson Bradley Traylor, Jr. - Simpsonville, SC
Lillian Amber Vogelsong - Chesapeake City, MD
Elizabeth Anne Walker - Frisco, TX
Lillian Elizabeth Walker - Memphis, TN
Alexandria Ivy Weaver - Jackson, MS
Hunter Forrest Whatley - Dothan, AL
Courtney Blake Winston - Gardendale, AL
Alexandra Ellen Zigenfus - Chester, NJ

Bachelors of Science in Geology

Hannah Faith Dickson - Jasper, AL
Ryan Lewis Rogers - Madison, AL
University Honors

Bachelors of Science in Microbiology

Lindsey Nichole Persad - Tuscaloosa, AL

Arts and Sciences
Culverhouse College of Business  
Kay M. Palan, Dean  
Paan Jindapon, Marshal  
Lei Kong, Marshal

Summa cum laude

Wei Cao  
Zhanhong Chen  
Christopher J. Cusimano  
Lauren Emily Deutsch  
Ryan Durham Dowdy  
Darrell Stephen Fields  
Samuel Kent Handschy  
Lixin Huang  
Reagan Michelle King  
Marisa Jo La Rue  
Chengkai Liu  
Shawdi Rabiei  
Jessica Marie Tolbert  
Meagan Delaney Vincent  
Donald William Wadsworth  
Hayley P. Waters  
Lauren Marie Wright

Magna cum laude

Madison Johanna Addicks  
Zachary Jared Bogich  
Kayla Noel Cooper  
Davis Louis Cox  
Ryas Thorson Esdale  
Jia Liu  
Alexander M. Lovoy  
Mark Anthony Rogers  
Lauren Marie Wiseman

Cum laude

Michael Henry Baker  
Ashley Nicole Coleman  
Jennifer DeRemer Dozier  
Rebekah F. Giere  
Erica Megan Kelly  
Malina Grace McAfee  
Robert Lee McCloud IV  
Joshua R. Nowland  
Jennifer Plummer  
Charles Tylar Sparks  
Jason Matthew Tabet  
Hexuan Wang  
Daniel Mulholland Wren  
Qianyu Ye

Bachelors of Science in Commerce and Business Administration

Zachary Ryan Abernathy - Huntsville, AL  
Madison Johanna Addicks - Bellaire, TX  
Anderson Bishop Aldag - Birmingham, AL  
Jacoby Jamal Alford - Tuscaloosa, AL  
Shawn Christine Allen - Cincinnati, OH  
McKenzie Grace Allison - Phenix City, AL  
Brianna Marie Anglemeyer - Baltimore, MD  
Danielle Simone Ashford - Sylacauga, AL  
Michelle Summer Azar - Marietta, GA  
Michael Henry Baker - Huntsville, AL  
Andrew James Balch - Charlotte, NC  
Crystal Renee Barrett - Towson, MD  
Campbell Shaw Baxter - Hoboken, NJ  
Andrew John Bell - West Islip, NY  
Brenton Napoleon Bequer - Wellington, FL  
Jenna Marie Bies - Freeburg, IL  
Zachary Jared Bogich - Chesterton, IN  
Sydney Nanette Booker - Madison, AL  
Trent Lewis Bordenkircher - Daphne, AL  
Michael William Bouton, Jr. - Birmingham, AL  
Colton H. Bradford - Northport, AL  
Charles Allen Brand III - Madison, AL  
Colby Milligan Brooks - Milton, GA  
Kevin John Brothers - Farragut, TN  
Adam Johnathan Brown - Dadeville, AL  
James R. Buchanan - Birmingham, AL  
William Walter Buff - Fort Payne, AL  
William Blake Burkhalter - Echola, AL  
Ellis Fitzgerald Burns - Austin, TX  
Stephen Michael Burns - Cypress, TX  
Daniell Taylor Burton III - Vestavia Hills, AL  
Sara Anne Butler - Pflugerville, TX  
Robert J. Cabaniss - Bay Minette, AL  
Wei Cao - Wuhan, China  
Brandon Christopher Capps - Headland, AL  
Jordan Emiel Carter - Tuscaloosa, AL  
Maquita D. Cawthorne - Harvest, AL  
Courtney Alexis Charland - Knoxville, TN  
Zhanhong Chen - Dongguan, China  
Nolan Michael Clackley - Albertville, AL  
Caitlin Nicole Coffey - Ijamsville, MD  
Ashley Nicole Coleman - Birmingham, AL  
Michael Robert Collins - McCordsville, IN  
Peter Andrew Connelly III - Wyoming, OH  
David Randolph Cooper - Carlsbad, CA  
Leightyn Elisabeth Cossey - Tuscaloosa, AL  
Davis Louis Cox - Tuscaloosa, AL  
Caroline Patricia Crews - Tuscaloosa, AL  
Christopher J. Cusimano - Birmingham, AL  
Robin Czurgel - Tuebingen, Germany  
Joseph Matthew Davison - Huntsville, AL  
Claire Rochelle Denning - Maryville, TN  
JaMel Franklyn Dennis - Northport, AL  
Lauren Emily Deutsch - Bridgeville, PA  
Corey Matlock Dotson - Tuscaloosa, AL  
Ryan Durham Dowdy - Gadsden, AL  
Jennifer DeRemer Dozier - Oakley, CA  
Michael Edward Dryden - Trussville, AL  
Shelby Caroline DuPre - Houston, TX  
Emily Anne Edelman - Austin, TX  
Mark William Edwards III - Birmingham, AL  
Silas Enon Edwards - Chelsea, AL  
Carmon Nicole Ellis - Brentwood, TN  
Ryas Thorson Esdale - Vestavia Hills, AL  
Carson Hayes Everett - Tuscaloosa, AL  
John Randal Ferguson - Fort Worth, TX
Darrell Stephen Fields - Mobile, AL
Brianna Marie Gilley - Peachtree City, GA
Matthew Eric Forst - Littleton, CO
Johnny Leotis Franklin, Jr. - Birmingham, AL
Jonathan Robert Franks - Roswell, GA
Amanda Jean Frenette - Washburn, NC.
Carlos Aaron Garcia - Fort Lauderdale, FL
Natalie Jane Garner - Deatsville, AL
Nolan Patrick Gavvin - Palatine, IL
Julia John Gawel - Kent, CT
Rebekah F. Giere - Littleton, CO
Michael Leon Gilley - Huntsville, AL
Kurt Michael Glaser II - Hoover, AL.
Zach Goldstone - Tuscaloosa, AL
Martineque Isabella Glass - San Diego, CA
Kimberly Palan, Dean
Jasmine Danielle Hughes - Tuscaloosa, AL
Lixin Huang - Town Creek, AL
Raven Nicole Howlett - Fairhope, AL
- Alpharetta, GA
- Nashville, TN
Joshua Thomas Hodges - Hoover, AL
Carolina Marie Hoepfner - Tiburon, CA
Chase A. Herberholz - Pinson, AL
James Hunter Henry - Pinson, AL
Chase A. Herbertsholz - Scottsboro, AL
Michael Leo Paul Hill - Tiburon, CA
Alison Nicole Hingle - Montville, NJ
Jonathan Bryan Hodges - Birmingham, AL
Joshua Thomas Hodges - Hoover, AL
William David White Holbrook - Nashville, TN
Matthew Griffin Horst - Alpharetta, GA
John William Howard - Fairhope, AL
Raven Nicole Howlet - Town Creek, AL
Lixin Huang - Shenzen, China
Jasmine Danielle Hughes - Tuscaloosa, AL
Clara Alden Hunt - Long Beach, CA
Conrad C. Hurst IV - Spartanburg, SC
Kyle Dillion Hynes - Newton, MA
Quentin Marc Izzo - Naperville, IL
Alexander Michel Thabet Istaphanous - Rockville, MD
Samuel Evan Jacobi - North Myrtle Beach, SC
Trey C. Jacobsen - Jupiter, FL
Silas Gage Jarrett - Deatsville, AL
Neng Jin - Wuhan, China
Hannah Mae Jones - Elkmont, AL
Lia Ameera Jones - Mauldin, SC
Timothy Nathaniel Jones - Sterling Heights, MI
Ronny S. Juan-Miguel - Russellville, AL
Joseph A. Kaye - Pensacola, FL
Erika Megan Kelly - Madison, AL
Samuel Laurence Kendrick - Dallas, TX
Jamie Alyse Kestenbaum - Ormond Beach, FL
Reagan Michelle King - Rainbow City, AL
Abigail Younger Kotarski - Anchorage, AK
Alexandros Kyriakos Kyriazis - Mobile, AL
Marisa Jo La Rue - Cave Creek, AZ
University Honors
Cameron Paul Lancaster - Glencoe, AL
Jami Rashael Ledlow - Berry, AL
Matthew T. Leverett - Tuscaloosa, AL
Abigail Lee Lesven-Tuethen - Anamosa, IA
Muxin Li - Zhuhdian, China
Shannon Li - Tamp, FL
Hannah Elizabeth Lillo - Windermere, FL
Chengkai Liu - Changde, China
Jia Liu - Taiyuan, China
Kylee Nicole Longoria - Coppell, TX
Alexander C. Loper - Atlanta, GA
Alexander M. Lovoy - Tuscaloosa, AL
Andrew P. Lowenthal - Tuscaloosa, AL
Brady A. Lowery - Huntsville, AL
Eric Martin Mackey - Losley, AL
Hannah Madani - Woodstock, GA
John Christopher Martus - Lexington, VA
Chandler M. Mathews - Tuscaloosa, AL
Caleb Samuel Mathis - Randolph, MA
Malina Grace McAfee - Bessemer, AL
University Honors
Madeline Margaret McCartney - St. Louis, MO
Elizabeth Shaye McClellan - Athens, AL
Robert Lee McCloud IV - Sierra Vista, AZ
Lauren Elizabeth McDowell - Forkland, AL
Sean Thomas McVay - Johns Creek, GA
Austin Benjamin Menard - Tuscaloosa, AL
Stanley Reeve Mizerany - Birmingham, AL
Nicholas Evert Moore - Vestavia Hills, AL
Felipe Andres Morales Gonzalez - Red Bay, AL
Ian Michael Moran - Hawthorne, NY
George Laney Morris - Suwanee, GA
Samuel Wellington Morris - Suffolk, CT
Clayton John Morrow - Arab, AL
Michael C. Morton - Vestavia Hills, AL
Madison Daly Murphy - Holbrook, NY
Franchesca Renee Murry - Conyers, GA
Nicole D. Nelson - Orange Beach, AL
Steven Andrew Novak, Jr. - Fairhope, AL
Joshua R. Nowland - Alpine, AL
Jacob Shaun O’Farrell - Atlanta, GA
Perry K. Paikowski - Dallas, TX
Michael O’Neill Parliament - Mobile, AL
Jake L. Payne - Alexander City, AL
Alyssa Leslie Peabody - Marshfield, MA
Austin Matthew Perry - Lanett, AL
Jennifer Plummer - Opp, AL
Walter Benjamin Bohning Price - Birmingham, AL
Thomas W. Quigley - Newtown Square, PA
Shawd Rabiei - Brentwood, TN
A’Lyia Chantel Randle - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jackson Thorn Rayburn - Vestavia Hills, AL
Shaler S. Roberts IV - Florence, AL
Mark Anthony Rogers - Vestavia, AL
Jonathan Rohaly - Roswell, GA
Michael Cole Round - Houston, TX
Nicholas Anthony Saggese - Davien, CT
Brandon Ingram Sanders - Eclectic, AL
Robin Lee Sankey, Jr. - Montgomery, AL
Jason William Scale - Huntsville, AL
University Honors
Shane Michael Searson - Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Steven C. Setterstrom, Jr. - Mobile, AL
Tristan A. Sharp - Helena, AL
Hunter A. Shutlweath - Cornelius, NC
Akia’ Mona’ Smith - Tuscaloosa, AL
Gabriel Smith - Decatur, AL
Paul J. Smith - Tuscaloosa, AL
Graham Franklin Spain - Vestavia Hills, AL
Charles Tylar Sparks - Wedowee, AL
Michela Marie Spicer - Billerica, MA
Keith Andrew Stephens - Tuscaloosa, AL
Andrew Keith Stewart - Harvest, AL
Payton Elizabeth Stone - Montgomery, AL
Devin Q. Streeter - Tuscaloosa, AL
Marina Ann Strong - Ormond Beach, FL
Brandon Alexander Stuart - Orange Beach, AL
Jason Matthew Tabet - Dallas, TX
Katherine Ann Thomas - Pelham, AL
Erin R. Thornton - Semmes, AL
Jessica Marie Tolbert - Homewood, AL
University Honors
Mary Beth Toxey - Centreville, AL
Ryan Graynor - West Nyack, NY
Tristan Randolph Trussell - Tyrone, GA
Karrigan Angela Turner - Marion, AL
Amanda Nicole Unneberg - Cornelius, NC
Reagan Delaney Vincent - Franklin, TN
Bailey Drew Vining - Dallas, TX
Kathryn Alline Vogtle - Birmingham, AL
Tristan D. Von Seebach - Alabaster, AL
Rachel LeeAnn Wade - Spanish Fort, AL
Donald William Wadsworth - Centreville, AL
Stephen Wesley Walker, Jr. - Louisville, KY
Wesley Dean Walker - Homewood, AL
Nicholas Edward Wall - Huntsville, AL
Nicholas Joseph Walsh III - Tuscaloosa, AL
Charles Michael Walton, Jr. - Dallas, TX
Hexuan Wang - Shenyang, China
Shihao Wang - Tuscaloosa, AL
Tong Wang - Xi’an, China
Kaila Rene Washington - Spring, TX
Benjamin S. Waters - Decatur, AL
Hayley P. Waters - Enterprise, AL
University Honors
Jeraka Shantreas Webb - Decatur, AL
Collin Griffeth Wells - Albertville, AL
Adam Bradley West - Remlap, AL
Charles Jay White - Mobile, AL
Kayl E. Willis - Ashland, AL
Jordyn Kathleen Winger - Hoover, AL
Lauren Marie Wiseman - Huntsville, AL
Farah D. Witt - Huntsville, AL
James Edward Woods II - Tuscaloosa, AL
Daniel Mulholland Wren - St. Louis, MO
David Hunt Wright II - Tuscaloosa, AL
Lauren Marie Wright - Chesterfield, MO
Jindong Xiang - Deyang, China
Jiamet Ye - Guayaquil, Ecuador
Qianyu Ye - Tuscaloosa, AL
Joshua J. Yeakle - Chelsea, AL
College of Communication and Information Sciences

Mark D. Nelson, Dean
Beth Bennett, Marshal
Alyson Jarnagin, Marshal

summa cum laude
Samantha James
Stephen T. Kema
Natalie Janine Kilic
Madison Lee Kilpatrick
Taylor Andrew Murray

magna cum laude
Cody S. Quinn

cum laude
Nolan Lee Blong
Kalie N. Drago
Malcolm T. Driscoll
Zoe L. Eprile
Kelly A. Fisher
Morgan Marie Moore
Joshua Reid Wiggins

Bachelors of Arts in Communication and Information Sciences

Ryan Renauld Arth - Annapolis, MD
Nolan Lee Blong - Plano, TX
Alex William Bongiorno - Kentfield, CA
Gionna Theresa Borelli - Alabaster, AL
Mya Marie Brannan - Lomita, CA
Rachel Marie Buzzotta - Malden, MA
Grace Elizabeth Cannon - Hoover, AL
William Jameson Cargile - Moody, AL
Cameron Alexis Cartee - Hoover, AL
Elizabeth Catherine Anne Castro - Annapolis, MD
Samantha Jade Castro - Teaneck, NJ
Khalil Jaden Chapman - Houston, TX
Alexandra Lee Ciccarelli - Cedar Grove, NJ
John Joseph Congdon IV - Duxbury, MA
Laney Nicole Dennis - Johns Creek, GA
Kalie N. Drago - Lacey, WA
Malcolm T. Driscoll - Saraland, AL
Hannah Alivia Dunn - Northport, AL
Madison M. Durrett - Louisville, KY
Samuel Rives Easton - Key Biscayne, FL
Makaela Sophia Egan - Red Wing, MN
Ashlyn Brooke Eline - Los Gatos, CA
Zoe L. Eprile - San Diego, CA
Megan R. Eschenbacher - Mount Pleasant, SC
Courtney M. Firth - Madison, AL
Kelly A. Fisher - Rockville, MD
Grace Elizabeth Flemer - Tuscaloosa, AL
Nicole Furbacher - Washington Township, NJ
Quinney Leigh Gary - Alexandria, IN
Kristen Alana Graves - Sheffield, AL
Kiera Colleen Grogan - Westtown, NY
Elise McKenna Henderson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Charles Keith Herron, Jr. - Birmingham, AL
Cassidy Rae Hutchins - McGalla, AL
Samantha James - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Michael Mykel Jordan - Birmingham, AL
Stephanie T. Kema - Birmingham, AL
Natalie Janine Kilic - Marietta, GA
University Honors
Madison Lee Kilpatrick - Madison, AL
Amelia Elizabeth Kohl - Atlanta, GA
Hayley K. LaGrone - Mt. Washington, KY
Elizabeth Augusta Levine - Flower Mound, TX
Kia J. Little - Madison, AL
Trevor Steien Malone - Tuscalumbia, AL
Mallory Kathleen McDaniel - Tuscaloosa, AL
Alexis McGraw - Columbia, SC
Erin Andrelle McKinney - Acworth, GA
Dylan Ross Merriweather - Houston, TX
Katie Elizabeth Mims - Mobile, AL
Morgan Marie Moore - Jerseyville, IL
Taylor Andrew Murray - Newton, AL
Samantha E. O’Brien - North Haven, CT
Alexander J. Parenteau - Hanover, MA
Kayla Peel - Birmingham, AL
Roderick Terrell Perry - Madison, AL
Jane Margaret Peterson - Moraga, CA
Kelsey T. Peterson - Massapequa, NY
Joseph D. Pickren - Northport, AL
University Honors
Alexis Ann Proffitt - Fishers, IN
Cody S. Quinn - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jordan Bailey Riviere - Kenosha, WI
University Honors
John Michael Royer - Mountain Brook, AL
Caroline Laura Sbrissa - Birmingham, AL
University Honors
Jessica Leanne Segers - Grant, AL
Kayla Ann Selenski - Laguna Niguel, CA
Alaina Lynn Sharp - Helena, AL
Kacey Elizabeth Smut - Tuscaloosa, AL
Don Devante’ Smith - Huntsville, AL
Brooke Elizabeth Soares - West Warwick, RI
Nyasha Jasmín Jovan Sprow - Dale City, VA
Nicolette Cecelia Stello - Morristown, NJ
Chandler Jane Sutherland - Indian Harbor Beach, FL
Alexandra M. Svenpladen - Franklin, TN
Shaina Tarter - Las Vegas, NV
Alessandra Sydney Tenorio - Davie, FL
Mary Helen Poole Terry - Mountain Brook, AL
Molly Catherine Walsh - Warwick, RI
Autumn Brooke Ward - Pelham, AL
Kayleigh Suzanne Watson - Arab, AL
Ryan Claire Whatley - Katy, TX
Kristin Latrice Whitely - Birmingham, AL
Griffin Cole Wiggins - Birmingham, AL
Joshua Reid Wiggins - Tuscaloosa, AL
Stephanie Denise Williams - Tuscaloosa, AL
Alexandria Rose Wilson - Saratoga, CA
Morgan Leland Wilson - Tuscaloosa, AL
College of Education

Peter Hlebowitsh, Dean
Mildred Dawson-Hardy, Marshal
David E. Hardy, Marshal

summa cum laude
Logan Rust Averett
Randi Michelle Blackmon
Karleigh Renee’ Johnson
Alison N. Ringle

magna cum laude
Madeline Mae Cawley
Megan Francine Mondt
Mark Turner Repsher
Madison Nichole Thomas

cum laude
Kailey Elizabeth Helfenberger
Brennan J. Pritchard
Jordan Wesley Roberts
Laura Louise Semmes
Katherine C. Van-Lare

Bachelors Of Science
In Education

Cameron Hyatt Ashmore - Harvest, AL
LeRoy Scott Atkins III - Tuscaloosa, AL
Logan Rust Averett - Coker, AL
Randi Michelle Blackmon - Houston, TX
Quanetria Brenae Bolton - Anniston, AL
Jeri Nicole Borders - Tuscaloosa, AL
Madeline Mae Cawley - Vestavia Hills, AL
Steven James Cerna - Tuscaloosa, AL
Joseph Tanner Cox - Tuscaloosa, AL
Alexander James Edmonson - Vance, AL
Cameron J. Fulgenzi - Madison, AL
Greysen Drew Gardner - Hobe Sound, FL
Jonathan Indrek Grubaums - Zionsville, IN
Albert Stanley Gurlaske III - Montgomery, AL
Kai ley Elizabeth Helfenberger - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jonathan Oliver Hutchens - Birmingham, AL
Karleigh Renee’ Johnson - Trussville, AL
University Honors
Kameron Jones - Birmingham, AL
Alexandra Grace Kaplan - Valley Village, CA
Emma Dilara Koydemir - Houston, TX
Sarah Parker Landwehr - Huntsville, AL
Miracle Victoria Lawson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mackenzie N. Ledson - Bessemer, AL
Vickayla CaBria Lewis - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mistie R. Martin - Childersburg, AL
Eglon Mitchell - Mobile, AL
Megan Francine Mondt - Foothill Ranch, CA
Brenton Alexander Nash - Huntsville, AL
Alexander Cain Odom - Jasper, AL
Miguel A. Orozco, Jr. - Tracy, CA
Thomas Byron Pell - Birmingham, AL
Brennan J. Pritchard - Alabaster, AL
University Honors
Mark Turner Repsher - Quakertown, PA
Alison N. Ringle - Bossier City, LA
Khary Khalil Ritter - Dothan, AL
Jordan Wesley Roberts - Collinsville, AL
Courtney Nicole Russaw - Anniston, AL
Carrington Rebecca Rye - Northport, AL
Victoria J. Salazar - Mobile, AL
Laura Louise Semmes - Mountain Brook, AL
Asia Tianna Sistrunk - Eufaula, AL
Miranda Leigh Skurka - Duncanville, AL
Perri Ashlyn Smith - Boaz, AL
Payton Makenzy Souders - Daleville, AL
Timothy Toby Swims - Hartselle, AL
Madison Nichole Thomas - Alabaster, AL
Demitra D. Turner - Huntsville, TX
Raylee Page Usrey - Sylacauga, AL
Katherine C. Van-Lare - Roswell, GA
Justin Marshall Walker - Tuscaloosa, AL
Emilee Elise Warner - Chicago, IL
Charles Dylan Wint - Northport, AL
summa cum laude

Christopher Brett Bankston
Evan Michael Brannon
William Jacob Freeman
Jacob Lamar Knowles
Riley Owen Kohler
Eric R. Martin
Hannah E. McCready
Sean Thomas Steuber
Jiao Teng
Hayden Alexandria Willis

magna cum laude

Salvatore Joseph Arena, Jr.
Keaton Michael Dean
Austin Tyler Dement
Lavinia Bao Nhu Doan
Nicholas Ryan Garside
Aaron Lee Grant
Sela Page Mitrisin
Alexis Leigh Mouton

cum laude

Dylan Patel
Taryn Nicole Trusty

Bachelor Of Science In Aerospace Engineering

Danielle Alanna Carter - Winfield, AL

Bachelors Of Science In Chemical Engineering

Hasan E J M O Alhamdan - Tuscaloosa, AL
Hussam Ayed Alqarni - Tuscaloosa, AL
Salvatore Joseph Arena, Jr. - Mount Kisco, NY
University Honors
Mikel S. Armstrong - Northport, AL
Christopher Brett Bankston - Crossville, AL
Johanna Marie Burns - Brentwood, TN
Morgan Britanni Cook - Huleville, AL
Sam Henry Cooper - Madison, GA
Keaton Michael Dean - Vinemont, AL
Lavinia Bao Nhu Doan - Chesapeake Beach, MD
University Honors
William Jacob Freeman - Hoover, AL
University Honors
Andrew Steven Goss - Fulshear, TX
Kristen N. Homme - Chesterton, IN
Jacob Lamar Knowles - Mobile, AL
John Connor Langley - Hamilton, AL
Eric R. Martin - Columbus, OH
Hannah E. McCready - Overland Park, KS
Alexis Leigh Mouton - Tampa, FL
Joseph Thor Nelson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Onur Oztas - Mobile, AL
John C. Walker - Tuscaloosa, AL
Stirton O. Weiland - Knoxville, TN

Bachelors Of Science In Civil Engineering

Curtis W. Bowden - Vestavia Hills, AL
Evan Michael Brannon - Erlanger, KY
Bridget Clare Donahue - Park Ridge, IL
Aaron Lee Grant - Jack, AL
Jacob G. Hill - Lawrenceville, GA
Josia A. Lucy - Tuscaloosa, AL
Joshua D. Tibbs - Tuscaloosa, AL
Hayden Alexandra Willis - Eclectic, AL

Bachelors Of Science In Computer Science

Riley Owen Kohler - Pittsburgh, PA
University Honors
Alexandria Elizabeth Ogden - Alpharetta, GA
Sean Thomas Steuber - Columbia, MO

Bachelors Of Science In Electrical Engineering

Hunter K. Bennett - Somerville, TN
Thomas M. Gosiewski - Eufaula, AL
Haleigh A. Jones - Tuscaloosa, AL
Braden Michael Lowes - McKinney, TX

Bachelors Of Science In Mechanical Engineering

Shajea F SH F Alajmi - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jamison Deacon Bryant Aldridge - Hartselle, AL
Evan Dwayne Alford - Madison, AL
James Quentin Allen, Jr. - Northport, AL
Eyad Abdabbalrasool M Alsanan - Tuscaloosa, AL
Khalid Saad H Alshammari - Mobile, AL
Thomas Edward Anderson - Roopville, GA
Travis Darvon Bailey III - Carrollton, AL
Jonathan Frost Caldwell - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jeanne Reiko Caplice - Tuscaloosa, AL
Nicollette Rae Caprio - Warren, NJ
Weston Fletcher Carter - Longwood, FL
Tyrrell Marquez Clary - Huntsville, AL
Chandler Patrick Clough - Madison, AL
Austin Tyler Dement - Thomasville, AL
Chase W. Garrison - Winfield, AL

Nicholas Ryan Garside - Madison, AL
University Honors
Jordan S. Gore - Boaz, AL
Jordan Paul Junot - Carrollton, TX
Myles W. Kelley - Champaign, IL
Briana C. Lumb - Salem, NH
Henry Alport McCabe - Winter Park, FL
Jacob Daniel McDoniell - Summerdale, AL
Sela Page Mitrisin - Highland Village, TX
Michael PJ Nemetz - Salem, AL
Logan S. Parnell - Birmingham, AL
Dylan Patel - Muscle Shoals, AL
Patrick Kenneth Pischulti - Houston, TX
Timothy John Porter - Rutherfordton, NC
Robert R. Ramoska III - Park Ridge, IL
Jiao Teng - Tuscaloosa, AL
David George Thomas, Jr. - Clarksburg, NJ
Taryn Nicole Trusty - Chesterton, IN
University Honors
Trace Jackson Turner - Hoover, AL
Garrison Wahl - Brooklyn Park, MN
Yuanyi Xie - Tianjin, China

Bachelor Of Science In Metallurgical Engineering

Aaron J. Burchell - Tuscaloosa, AL
College of Human Environmental Sciences

STUART USDAN, DEAN
MORGAN MILSTEAD, MARSHAL
MELISSA WILMARTH, MARSHAL

summa cum laude
Mary Elizabeth Alsobrooks
Kaitlyn Perkins Barham
Kindra Marie Gipson
Olivia Kate Groves
Deseandrick R. Guyton
Samantha Anne Haley
Jayme Dale Eitner Limbaugh
Margo Diane Wieschhaus

magna cum laude
Charlesy Brooke Crocker
Sarah Katherine Huckabay
Danielle Elizabeth Cole Jackson
Sarah Elizabeth Mohan
Rachael Nicole Reddy
Batool Sawwaf
Chelsea E. Stephens

cum laude
Maggie M. Andrade
Evan Crook
Claire Elizabeth Gustafson
Melissa Porter Hannah
Tomisha N. Hicks
Natalie Kate Hitchcock
Montana Shawnee Hunt
Margaret Judith Ann Korb
Maggie Cheyenne Miller
Cristie Miller Pate
Brittani Faith Sullivan
Ashley Nichole Welch

Bachelors Of Arts
Mary Elizabeth Alsobrooks - Tuscaloosa, AL
Andrew Scott Barksdale - Duluth, GA
Pamela K. O’Neal - Tuscaloosa, AL
Shawn Matthew Reid Wilks - Fairburn, GA
RoseMarie Power Wortman - Sterling, VA

Bachelors Of Science
Jennifer Morgan Lyons - Carmel, IN
Haley Grace Moog - Ashburn, VA
Shengye Tong - Jiayin, China

Bachelor Of Science In Athletic Training
Eric D. Batson - Northport, AL

Bachelors Of Science In Human Environmental Sciences
Alexa Jill Ackerman - Tuscaloosa, AL
Andrew G. Adderhold - Tuscaloosa, AL
Zoë Katherine Allen - Birmingham, AL
Claire Michelle Ansbach - Bakersfield, CA
Bradley V. Argo - McCalla, AL
Joshua James Babin - Fairhope, AL
Kaitlyn Perkins Barham - Bessemer, AL
Zackery Michael Barnett - Chattanooga, TN
Alexus N. Battle - Lineville, AL
Stephanie Grace Berry - Bellaire, TX
Madison Brianne Bishop - Martinez, GA
Marina Michele Bo - Mountain View, CA
Charles Ray Boswell - Northport, AL
MaryKane Brantley - Vestavia, AL
Rachel Marie Bridges - Gordo, AL
Raegan Tate Brody - Greenville, SC
Brooke Pauline Bunn - Bessemer, AL
Niqusha Kondrell Burton - Tuscaloosa, AL
Lauren Anne Busky - Baltimore, MD
Kaley N. Capehart - New Brockton, AL
Arletta Marie Carlile - Davenport, IA
Courtney Michelle Carr - Westlake Village, CA
Christine Marie Carroll - Bloomfield Hills, MI
Kellen Penny Casey - Huntsville, AL
Mitchell Bowen Chastain - Marietta, GA
Alexandra Ann Coletto - Lisle, IL
Dorothy Yvonne Cox - Fairhope, AL
Charlesy Brooke Crocker - Homewood, AL
Ryan Joshua Yates

Human Environmental Sciences
Christina S. Groce - Tuscaloosa, AL
Olivia Kate Groves - Waukeee, IA
Carly Elizabeth Guido - Matthews, NC
Claire Elizabeth Gustafson - Charlotte, NC
Deseandrick R. Guyton - Millport, AL
Heather Lynn Haase - Memphis, TN
Kayla Brianne Hacker - Gardendale, AL
Samantha Anne Haley - Palm Harbor, FL
Micah Jashon Hall - Moundville, AL
Melissa Porter Hannahan - Mobile, AL
Laura Jean Herndon - Huntsville, AL
Shira Riva Hochstadter - Baltimore, MD
Theresa Leona Houston - Mobile, AL
Zachary Dallas Houston - Macon, GA
Jacob Wayne Howard - Chesterfield, VA
Sarah Katherine Hucksacy - Birmingham, AL
Mary Elizabeth Hughes - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Kelsey Marie Hulcher - Springfield, IL
Ayler Humphrey - Crestview, FL
Montana Shawnee Hunt - Northport, AL
Paris L. Irby - Mobile, AL
Danielle Elizabeth Cole Jackson - Columbia, SC
Jayie Preskitt Jipson - Enterprise, AL
Shaindel B. Kantor - Clifton, NJ
Esther Kaufman - Jerusalem, Israel
Savannah N. Kirkley - Tuscaloosa, AL
Margaret Judith Ann Korb - Madison, WI
Jessica Renee Kyles - Atlanta, GA
Taylor Alese Larsen - Mobile, AL
Milo Julius Lewis, Jr. - Sunnyvale, CA
Jayme Dale Estin Limbaugh - Cedar Point, NC
Casey Griffin Lozyniak - Pittsford, NY
Olivia M. Marini - Arlington, MA
Everette House Marshall III - Daleville, AL
Jonathan Robert Maxwell - Eva, AL
Fallyn Lane McDougal - Frisco, TX
Sherry Ann McFarland - Montevallo, AL
Maggie Cheyenne Miller - Northport, AL
University Honors
Sarah Elizabeth Mohan - Fort Bragg, NC
Cameron A. Murray - Birmingham, AL
Courtney Marie Myers - Mobile, AL
Eric Patrick Newman - Jenkintown, PA
Chakira Tiara Odneal - Pleasant Grove, AL
Julie Paige O’Quinn - Northport, AL
Kerry Ann Oronos - Pace, FL
Alexis M. Osorio - Tuscaloosa, AL
Ashley Alexandra Owens - Monrovia, CA
Michael Paul Padalino - Tuscaloosa, AL
Julia Josephine Palmieri - Fairfield, CT
Philip Lee Parkins - Leesburg, VA
Cristie Miller Pate - Wilmer, AL
Ryan Michael Pierce - Corona del Mar, CA
Taylor Brooks Pierson - Mission Viejo, CA
Markus Alfred Poolman - Needham, MA
Shane Kai Pruitt - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jenna Latil Quave - Saucier, MS
Rachael Nicole Reddy - Tuscaloosa, AL
Amaris Rose Robinson - Birmingham, AL
Jasmine Nicole Rogers - Tuscaloosa, AL
Bianca-Simone Roomian - Saint Helena, CA
Batool Sawruf - Grand Blanc, MI
Caleb Scott Sawyer - Orange Beach, AL
Meredith Elizabeth Schramm - McKinney, TX
Jilliane Shamon - Glendale, AZ
Elisha Dwright Shaw - Stone Mountain, GA
Anthony Edward Sherlag - Atlanta, GA
James Andrew Smith - Fort Lauderdale, FL
Quincy Shakur Smith - Columbus, GA
Andrea Monet Soars-Marquez - Spanish Fort, AL
Chelsea E. Stephens - Ball Ground, GA
Brittani Faith Sullivan - Gordo, AL
Paula Alston Tattoni - Yardville, NJ
Zachary A. Thompson - Hoover, AL
Erryn Peyton Trottier - Rainbow City, AL
Amanda Nicole Underwood - Normandy, TN
Audrey Ann Valenti - Crane Hill, AL
Andreaa Vical-Voaides - Buford, GA
Sicong Wang - Wenzhou Zhejiang, China
Kia Shaunice Wansley - Cibolo, TX
Callan Peter Weakly - Tuscaloosa, AL
Ashley Nichole Welch - Hueytown, AL
Ally Burke Weller - Annapolis, MD
Nicole Emilie White - Lafayette, LA
Margo Diane Wieschhaus - Shawnee, KS
University Honors
Collin Hill Williams - Chalmette, LA
Tiffani Katherine Wills - Great Falls, VA
Raven Wilson - Hoover, AL
Tiffany Nicole’ Wood - Dothan, AL
Ryan Joshua Yates - Tuscaloosa, AL
Neil C. Young - Lompoc, CA
Sima Zilberberg - Lakewood, NJ
Capstone College of Nursing

Suzanne Prevost, Dean
Safiya George, Marshal

summa cum laude

Whitney Claridy Clayton
Rachel Lambert Queen
Juanita Marie Rhoades

magna cum laude

Randall R. Davis

Bachelor Of Science In Nursing

Whitney Claridy Clayton - Dutton, AL
Randall R. Davis - Calera, AL
Wendy Amber Long - Scottsboro, AL
Rachel Lambert Queen - Northport, AL
Juanita Marie Rhoades - Saginaw, TX
Julie Strayton - Valley Cottage, NY

School of Social Work

Vikki L. Vandiver, Dean
Javonda Williams, Marshal

Bachelor Of Social Work

Carrie D. Ball - Northport, AL
Kaitlyn S. Clements - Duncanville, AL
Corisa Shuntell Davis - Fairfield, AL
Darby K. McQueen - Huntsville, AL
Peyton Madison Reed - Birmingham, AL
Alma Mater

Alabama, listen, mother,
To our vows of love,
To thyself and to each other,
Faithful friends we’ll prove.

Chorus
Faithful, loyal, firm and true
Heart bound to heart will beat.
Year by year, the ages through
Until in heaven we meet.

College days are swiftly fleeting,
Soon we’ll leave their halls
Ne’er to join another meeting
‘Neath their hallowed walls.

Chorus

So, farewell, dear Alma Mater
May thy name, we pray,
Be rev’renced ever, pure and stainless
As it is today.